Theme: Primary theme: Quantitative and qualitative approaches: a special focus in evaluation of the academic performance (Theme 1); secundary theme: Accuracy and reliability of data sources for scientometric studies (Theme 6) Keywords: Research Evaluation, Excellence, Citation Impact, Impact Vitality.
Background
In many countries and at European level, research policy increasingly focuses on 'excellent' researchers. The concept of excellence however is complex and multidimensional. For individual scholars it involves talents for innovative knowledge creation and successful transmission to peers, as well as management capacities. Excellence is also a comparative concept, implying the ability to surpass others [TIJSSEN, 2003] . Grants are in general awarded based on assessments by expert committees. While peer review is a widely accepted practice, it nevertheless is also subject to criticism. At higher aggregation levels, peer assessments are often supported by quantitative measures. At individual level, most of these measures are much less appropriate and there is a need for new, dedicated indicators.
Research question
The central question is how to define excellent scientists, so that they can be recognized among very good researchers in a way suited to a policy tool. We apply this question to publication activity. A suitable indicator further needs to cope with several prerequisites and challenges. Briefly, it needs to conceptually represent capacities sought, be validated preferably by correlations with peers' appreciations, minimize influence of occasional outlyers and faulty data, avoid bias, reflect recent performance and be easy to calculate to serve policy needs, and be hard to manipulate not to perturb a good scientific publication culture.
From excellence programmes, qualitative appreciations were selected which distinguish excellence from lower performance levels and which apply to publication and citation behaviour. After translation into measurable quantities, an indicator was built considering the prerequisites and challenges involved.
Results
The derived description of excellence points towards the extent to which one's work is cited, in particular recently and increasingly:
An (IV) , not modulated by age of references, but by age of publications citing a scientist's work. For the impact vitality IV(y 1 , n) in year y 1 , with a window starting n years back in y n , citing publications P(y i ) published in year y i receive a lower weight when having a higher age i. Normalization yields a value larger than 1 when citing publications increase with time, and smaller than 1 when they decrease.
with n > 1, y i+1 = y i -1 and ∑ i=1→n P(y i ) > 0 Options for calculations in subsequent years include a moving time window of fixed length, or a growing window starting from a fixed year, for example the year y PhD the scientist obtained a PhD:
IV PhD (y 1 ) = IV(y 1 , n PhD ), where n PhD = y 1 -y PhD + 1, the age in years of the PhD. A first test sample of applicants to open calls for senior research fellowships (excluding candidates rejected for formal reasons), showed that selected applicants all had IV PhD -values ≥1 for all years since their PhD, and that none were selected who had an IV PhD -value <1 for one or more years. A novel indicator is proposed to help identify excellent scientists, reflecting a sustained increase of publications that cite their work. It is relatively easy to calculate and hard to manipulate and has a limited sensitivity to outlyers in citation counts and to faults in references. Further features are a scope broader than the scientist's indexed publications and independence regarding size and citation culture of the research community. While a first test of limited size looks promising, further research is necessary on larger samples and for different indicator variants before any use can be recommended within a set of indicators for the assessment of individual scientists.
